Social Performance
Social Performance from pipedream to scorecard reality

A maturing concept
It’s been 10 to 15 years since the
shared value penny dropped and
business had the collective Aha!
moment that social and business
value are not mutually exclusive.
Making a profit while solving
social problems is not only
possible but essential for
continued wealth creation.

It is the only sustainable form
of capitalism.

Conducting socio-economic _________
assessments in the Platinum belt in the
early 2000s, G3 Business Solutions
often had the unenviable task of
putting social issues on the boardroom
tables of the three large platinum
producers. Although these issues had
been quantified and were within the
footprint of operating mines, ______
subsequent discussion typically was
confrontational. More often than not,
it evolved around: ________________
“Is that an impact, or perceived impact
of mining?”; _____________________
“Is that a proven impact of our mine?”;
“Isn’t that government’s responsibility
to solve?”.

Today, socio-economic risk _________
quantification no longer causes mining
executives to react defensively; ___
instead, the line of discussion is more
likely to be: _____________________
“What are our social performance
measures to address the issue?”;
“Are we aligned with government
policy in dealing with the matter?”;
“How can we scale up the joint effort
and build the capacity of local
government and social partners in the
province?”.

A quick look at the Anglo Social Way is
enough to convince even the biggest
sceptic that mines take social _____
performance very seriously. ________
(Well, that’s true at least of those
mining companies that self-regulate
to this level. There are the Aurora-like
examples on the other side of the
continuum and several fence sitters,
or so-called low-cost miners, ________
somewhere in the middle.)
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Five years ago, during his talk at an
official 2013 TED conference, Michael
Porter argued that business can profit
from solving social problems. He took
the debate forward from social and
environmental performance “to make
up for our negative impacts” to ____
business deliberately deciding to solve
for large-scale social issues that cross
the path of its core business activity.
He defined “creating shared value”
as “addressing a social issue with a
business model”.

Hence, it is not a case of
either making profits or
social/environmental
performance. These goals
are not at odds –
at least not in the long run.
Personally, my favourite shared value
definition is that of John Browne,
author of ‘Connect’: “Shared value is
not about sharing the value already
created by firms — a redistribution ___
approach [that is CSI]. Shared value is
about expanding the total pool of
economic and social value. Today, the
companies that do not engage in
building strategy around social issues
that directly impact their business will
soon be at a competitive ________
disadvantage”.

Sustainable financial returns are
locked in a synergistic triple context
interdependency with social and
environmental performance. Nowhere
is this better explained than in the King
IV guidance on corporate governance.
Continued profit-taking depends on
solving systemic social and
environmental problems such as
pollution, destruction of the natural
environment, water scarcity, poverty
and inequality - at scale. This means
having such impact on the problem
that one increases the size of the
economic pie (i.e. the number of
healthy, economically active, educated
people taking part in an economy).
“Inclusive capitalism takes account of
the employment, transformation and
provision of all sources of capital –
including relational and reputational
capital – in order to reposition
capitalism as the engine of shared
prosperity. It gives parity to all sources
of value creation” (King IV)
That’s why social performance cannot
be left to foundations and NGOs. They
lack the resources. And what we are
solving for – these immense and
complex problems – require _______
economies of scale, deep pockets and
a depth of resource and capability.
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“What does the term ‘creating shared
value’ mean?
Ultimately, it’s a strategy for developing
the future market while strengthening
economies, the marketplace,
communities, and corporate coffers.
Not to be confused with the phrases
‘corporate social responsibility (CSR)’
or, worse, ‘corporate social investment
(CSI)” (Forbes, Sustainability Issue)
In hindsight, we also know what __
happens if business renounces social
issues as government’s problem. ___
The State merely exercises its rights in
augmenting its resource base by ___
regulating or taxing business to ___
contribute to the perceived solution.
Regulatory overreach has become a _
well-known phenomenon in emerging
economies. Companies’ compliance to
the rules, rather than their _____
commitment to solve the problem, has
only worsened the status quo.

@Africa
Africa, with her promising
emerging markets, has
proved to be fertile ground for
accelerated socio-economic and
environmental performance practices.

Clearly, the continent’s potential can
be unlocked ONLY through advancing
economic inclusion and social _____
development. And dare I say that the
practices on this continent have ____
matured the past 15 years’ dialogue on
social performance significantly more
than debates at Harvard and _______
Cambridge.
Take mobile money, introduced back in
2007 when M-PESA launched in Kenya.
Today across several countries in SubSaharan Africa, millions of rural poor
people are using basic mobile phones
to transfer money, pay for goods, _
distribute products and access ____
sophisticated financial services such as
credit, insurance and savings accounts.
Shared value? For sure. ___________
Mobile companies are taking profits
and an ever-increasing body of _____
research demonstrates how this ___
service’s positive socio-economic ___
impacts have enlarged the pool __
of economically active individuals, __
households and businesses.
But it is in Africa’s beauty and ______
vulnerability to climate calamities that
some corporates found inspiration to
apply their core business capabilities
to pursue shared value.
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As early as 2000, Santam realised the
shared value in applying its core
business to enable better managed
risks at local government level, __
especially fire and flood risk caused by
extreme weather events, the intensity
and frequency of which were ___
increasing due to climate change.
Through partnering government on
risk management, including preemptive risk reduction and improved
disaster response, the company __
achieved business value from ___
drastically improved underwriting _
margins and social value in improved
risk resilience where it matters most:
uninsured communities, at local ___
municipal level, where lives and assets
were saved.

#PainFromGains
It is interesting to note that the __
adoption of shared value and ___
accountability for socio-economic ___
performance is facilitated by a wave of
contextual factors, caused in the first
place by irresponsible corporate ___
behaviour, a short-term mentality and a
lack of stakeholder inclusivity in __
decision-making.
Among others, these factors manifest as:
• Cynicism and doubt in capitalism as
the inequality gap widens globally
•

Eroding trust in the ability of business
to act ethically as a force for good

•

Stakeholder demands of companies
to account for their social and
environmental impacts

•

Shifts in the way that the three sectors
- government, business and society –
relate, with governments in Africa
resisting capitalism’s colonialism, and
civil society finding its voice

•

The use of social media in keeping
companies accountable and testing
the integrity between what they
profess to be/stand for, and their
actual conduct

•

An acceleration in the use of
environmental, social and governance
(ESG) criteria in investment decisions
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Momentum from an
unexpected source
And ironically, it is the last mentioned,
ESG, that will in my humble opinion
most likely have the power to improve
the impact business has on the world.
Shareholders, those standing accused
of ruthlessly demanding greedy ____
returns on the stake they hold in __
business, are making a U-turn. ____
The investment industry is changing.
There is growing demand from both
retail and institutional investors to
align their capital with better ___
environmental and social outcomes,
and more resources are flowing into
index fund or quasi-indexing products.
Socially conscious investing is _______
exploding as a practice. The impactinvesting industry is increasingly using
a standardised set of indicators, known
as IRIS indicators, and is making strong
efforts to improve social performance
tracking.
Soon, it may no longer be viewed as a
separate category or product, but all
investment practices will consider ESG
metrics because some of those metrics
are financially material, meaning
decision-useful pieces of information.
Incidentally, the World Bank’s ___
Environmental and Social Framework
(ESF) went live on 1 October 2018 and
applies to all new World Bank ___
investment project financing.

What does this mean for
you and me?
1. Embrace social performance and
incorporate it as an imperative in
strategy development. Research ____
confirms that firms improving their
performance on industry-specific, ___
material ESG issues outperform their
competitors, and firms disclosing more
information on industry-specific ___
material ESG issues exhibit more
informative share prices and as a result
more efficient pricing of risks and
opportunities. And much more ____
importantly: clear social performance
goals give purpose to companies.
They attract and retain socially _____
conscious investors and smart people
working for and with the company.
In his annual letter to CEOs running
companies in which BlackRock invests,
CEO Larry writes "Purpose is not a
mere tagline or marketing campaign; it
is a company’s fundamental reason for
being — what it does every day to
create value for its stakeholders.
Purpose is not the sole pursuit of
profits but the animating force for
achieving them.”
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2. Define and track social performance
indicators. Companies are well used to
metrics and reporting systems that
track commercial results and ________
operational efficiency. But defining and
tracking indicators of social ________
performance is less familiar and poses
new challenges.
Social performance is heavily _______
influenced by factors such as (1) own
core capabilities and (2) the socioeconomic context in which we operate.
Therefore, key performance indicators
(KPIs) for social performance are
unlikely to be as generic and universal
as the International Financial ______
Reporting Standards (IFRS). ______
Whereas IFRS provides a common
global language for financial outcomes,
understandable and comparable ___
across international boundaries, social
performance indicators are industryrelated and focused on specific socioeconomic themes and thus will have to
be translated to create meaning. Broad
themes may include digital inclusion
for Mobile, financial inclusion for ___
Financial services, Food security for
Retail and FMCG to mention a few.
Each theme can be unpacked into lead
indicators and key performance ____
indicators to be tracked over time.

There is a risk of spending too much
effort on finding the right indicators to
track or generating the raw data, and
not enough on developing the system
that aggregates and analyses data, and
reports it in ways that show trends and
comparisons and make it used and
useful.
G3 Business Solutions, these days, is
often asked by companies to support
them in deciding which indicators to
track – given their strategy – and we
do so by ranking a ‘long list’ of possible
indicators by both importance and
feasibility. Importance is about how
necessary KPIs are for management or
the board, and for what purpose.
Feasibility is about whether the data is
available, and what systems already
exist for aggregating it.
3. Practice stakeholder inclusivity. __
In considering business decisions, think
long term and give parity to all sources
of value creation, including social and
relationship capital ___ embodied by
stakeholders, rather than merely
prioritising
the
interests
of
shareholders or clients. This, however,
warrants an opinion piece on its own,
as the practice of stakeholder ___
inclusivity is an evolving area of __
leadership development much in tune
with the G3 Business Solutions’ ___
heartbeat.
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In conclusion
Shared value is a requirement of
responsible capitalism. It becomes
concrete in a company’s social and
environmental performance. ________
Corporate strategy formulation should
incorporate the risks and opportunities
in the broader socio-economic sphere
(i.e. society) and should become a bold
expression of purpose, backed up by a
resource configuration that not only
effect financial outcomes, but social,
economic and environmental impacts.
That give a company legitimacy.
As with all strategic goals, provision
should be made for metrics and
measures in keeping all role players
accountable and managing _________
performance. Social performance is a
latecomer to the corporate scorecard,
and we have the responsibility to work
hard in playing catch up with the
development of meaningful indicators.
Good news: the dialogue train has
departed from the ‘arguing-the-meritsof-triple-bottom-line performance’ ___
platform and is heading to the ____
‘quantify-your-impact-on-society’
station. The destination is sanctioned
by no other than the owners of the
train – a large percentage of the global
investment community, and enabled
by ethical business leaders engaged in
capitalism with a conscious.
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